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High quality down to the
last detail

Silent and effortless closing – regardless of
the closing speed or door size.

Switch for BLUMOTION deactivation

The AMBIA-LINE kitchen accessories
The attractive AMBIA-LINE kitchen accessories combine a high-quality
design with well-conceived functionality. Holders for knives, plates and
New totally integrated
spices and film dispensers for plastic film or foil help to keep the kitchen tidy.
The CLIP top BLUMOTION hinge is setting new benchmarks: This sophisticated
Everything is perfectly in place – your kitchen utensils are tidily stored
technology for perfect motion is now integrated into the smallest possible space –
in the pull-out and easy to access.
directly in the hinge boss. Because of this, CLIP top BLUMOTION opens up to so
many more design possibilities for doors.
CLIP top BLUMOTION is also perfect for thicker doors: the new pivot points
ensure adequate clearance between the cabinet face & door during opening.
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For high quality of motion for small or light doors, the
BLUMOTION function can be easily deactivated if
required – via a switch on the hinge boss.

AMBIA-LINE –
the inner dividing system
The new inner dividing system
for LEGRABOX ensures perfect

New pivot points ensure a smaller side gap
in all living areas
evenorganisation
for thicker doors

with an elegant frame design.
The universally compatible
AMBIA-LINE frames are easy
to handle and have a shape,
colour and material to match
LEGRABOX.
For more information, go to
www.blum.com

The lift mechanisms can be adjusted to the
respective door weight using a cordless
screwdriver.
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